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In November of 2016, the world witnessed the impossible. Nearly every household in America was

tuned in to the election feeds, and every update pointed to a loss for the Republican Party. But

when the map of the states flipped red in the final hour, there were a select few who weren't

surprised. They had always known Trump was going to win. He was chosen for such a time as this.

The prophecy had said so. This prophet, this reserved man of God, was retired firefighter Mark

Taylor. The word given by the Holy Spirit was delivered on April 28, 2011 in the middle of the most

debilitating sickness a man could ever experience. When the prophecy later fell into the hands of

New York Times bestsellers Don and Mary Colbert, God used this new team of passionate

individuals to lead the nation into a fervent prayer chain that would accomplish one of the most

incredible miracles our country has ever seen. But Trump s victory was only the beginning... What is

coming next for the most powerful nation on earth today? Mark Taylor has more to say. In THE

TRUMP PROPHECIES readers will discover: *How the Lord can and will use anyone regardless of

education, background, or health to communicate His message to the Church of Christ *What led to

the miracle of the 2016 election, the role of we the people for the will of God in the future, and what

the Body of Christ needs to do to keep His blessing on our nation *How the enemy has utilized

techniques of distraction to keep the Body's focus off of God and onto internal, demoralizing

disputes and how this can be overcome *Astounding, world-altering changes in our US government

Mark sees on the horizon *The positive message of hope and encouragement that points to fresh

methods of spreading the Gospel to the lost
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I found the original video about Mark Taylor's prophecy when the Access Hollywood tapes came

out. At the time, I knew that as a female millenial my vote should have gone to Hillary according to

society. I couldn't stand her or Bill for that matter, but my feminist friends almost pressured me into

voting for her. In my heart I knew I was gonna vote for Trump when the moment came. I saw this

video and I became a Trump supporter right there!When I heard that Mark was publishing a book

about his experience on receiving the Trump prophecy, the avid reader in me NEEDED to get my

hands on it like now! So far, everything this guy has said what would happen has happened. I have

never trusted YouTube prophets, but I make an exception for Mark Taylor because he truly did hear

from God on April 28th, 2011. Seriously guys you will NOT regret buying this book. I always look

forward into hearing what Mark has to say!

My book arrived at 630 last night, and I finished it just before midnight. Mark has definitely been

exactly on target 100% so far. While I knew about the prophecies, I was interested in hearing the

background about the messenger. I'm grateful he included his own story. God is in control of

EVERYTHING. Thanks for sharing, great read.

It is encouraging and shares the true heart of God for America. It also contains words of warnings

for those who are fighting against His agenda and His president. Several of the prophetic signs

given four - six years ago have come to pass and some are still on the horizon but it gives great

prayer points for those of us praying for our president and this country to focus on. This is a MUST

read for all who love this country,

I read the reviews before purchasing (thanks to the commeter who called me on this) this book. You

have to purchase it, you can't download it. If you've never heard from God or you've never

experienced a "spiritual warfare" encounter, then the content my throw you.I found it an interesting

read; there's no doubt that what Mark said actually occurred. I, also have (still am) experienced

adrenal fatigue and thyroid issues (they are linked), and know exactly what he's talking about in

terms of "exhaustion". It's very real, and many of us have experienced it. I'm glad he found a

competent and knowledgeable physician to handle this condition.What I find the most interesting is

that I follow web sites that believe the (pre trib) Rapture is imminent (they claim to be hearing from

God), that America will be judged and destroyed (Dimitri Duduman, Benajamin Baruch (who is not

pre trib), among many others]) , and yet, this book indicates little of that. Trying to make sense of it



(when the two positions seems totally opposed) all is difficult to grasp. Yet, I believe Mark and Mary

ARE hearing from God.I live outside of Washington DC, and was working downtown during the

earthquake there. I didn't know that the Washington monument had been closed until 2019 until I

read his prophecy. This made an impression on me--in some ways, there is no more tangible

symbol of "Washington DC power" than the obelisk--in fact, you see quite a few of them copied in

miniature at gravesites like Arlington National Cemetery. Knowing how He feels about pride and

arrogance, and knowing what the obelisk conveys in terms of that, it seems fitting that He chose to

shut this monument down.The Lord can do anything He chooses--it's not as though we in our finite

minds have to (or even can) understand it. I guess we have to trust Him for His outcome, and

"continue to occupy" until He comes.

Outstanding. Amazing to see these prophesies being fulfilled right before us. Great to better

understand how the Lord prepared Mark to his calling and to understand how Mary Colbert was

involved. I got chills when hearing the story of the Shafar! Get the book and you will be blessed.

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å½

I just received this book a few days ago & I am reading it now. Have about 30-35 pages to go, but I

already know how I would rate it. Excellent book, and even "better" than I thought it would be. Mark

begins the book by talking about both his upbringing & his days as a fireman. I originally thought I

would skim through this part, but it ended up really resonating with me. I felt like I did get to know

"the man behind the prophecies," and it made the rest of the book even better.I was also impressed

with a couple of chapters that were written by Mary Colbert. Before I read the book, I kind of

wondered what her role in all of this was. But I didn't wonder after I read those chapters. Mary

Colbert is the epitome of a "can do" type of woman who knows how to get results. I especially liked

the part about her organizing a "telephone prayer chain" that would take place every day at 9 AM

from Labor Day until election day. She was a HUGE HELP to Mark w/regards to spreading the word

about the prophecies that God had given to Mark. She kind of reminded me of the woman from the

movie "Blind Side." This type of woman will not stop until the mission is accomplished.PS - I'm

ready for the next 2 phases of the prophecies, which are (1) Some of these high-profile crooks

(Obama, ALL 3 CLINTONS, Lynch, Rice, Comey, etc) going to jail, and (2) corrupt judges and

justices being replaced by men & women of God. Can't wait for President Trump to appoint 4 more

Supreme Court justices.



This book is very insightful! Outstanding prophecies and story behind the scenes that led to Donald

Trump's election as America's 45th President! And that is just the beginning. Left me challenged

and asking questions - what a truly good book should do IMO! I also believe this is more than just a

truly good book to read. IMO it is a must read for everyone concerned about God and country.

America should be great again and if it is to be - in God we trust, we therefore should know what His

plans are!

Very informative book.....waiting it out to see if all we are hoping for comes to pass.
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